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Town Seal Review Introduction
On December 14, 2020, Julie Mockabee, Chair of the Historical Commission
received an email from from Mark Forest, Chairman of the Select Board. He
requested that the Historical Commission review an expression of concern
from a local resident regarding the features of the official seal of the Town
of Yarmouth and to ascertain whether any of the features may be
unwittingly inaccurate. He expressed interest in a possible briefing for the
Select Board, if necessary.
On Thursday, January 14, 2021, at its monthly public meeting, the Historical
Commission formally established a subcommittee to review the features of
the seal to ascertain the cultural accuracy of the same. The Subcommittee
Members are: Julie Mockabee Chair; George Slama, Vice-Chair; John
Duggan,
Commissioner,
Robert
Kelley,
Commissioner.
Town
Representatives: Pat Armstrong, Director, Community Services and Grayce
Rogers, YHC Administrator.

Yarmouth Town Seal Authorization & Design- Timeline
When
• February 3, 1889 – Town of Yarmouth 250th Anniversary
• February 13, 1892 — Town Meeting authorizes the selectmen to procure a
design for a town seal. (Register)
• February 4, 1894 — Bylaws adopted at town meeting includes a
description of the new town seal (Register)
• January 25, 1895 — The warrant for the February 2, 1895 town meeting is
published in The Register contains the first visual image of the new seal
located during research.

Yarmouth Meeting Warrant
The Reveal
January 25, 1895 — The town
meeting warrant published in The
Register contains the first visual
image of the new seal found
during research.

“Given under our hands and the seal of the town of
Yarmouth, this the twenty-fifth day of January in the
year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and
ninety-five”

Design of the Yarmouth Town Seal
Timeline – Other Notable Dates
• April 29, 1898 — MGL-Chap.389 § 2: “Every town shall provide for the use
of its town clerk an official seal”
• April 7, 1981 — Town meeting adopted an updated set of bylaws, including
a description of the town seal: § 42-1.
• December 14, 2020 — A concerned Yarmouth citizen emails the Select
Board inquiring about the appropriateness of Native American images in
the town seal.
• Jan 11, 2021 — Governor Baker signs bill establishing a commission to
change the state flag and seal.
• January 14, 2021 — Chairman Forest attends Historical Commission
meeting to discuss the accuracy & suitability of the current town seal. The
Commission votes to create a sub-committee to collect data on the seal
and bring findings to the Selectmen.

Yarmouth Town Seal Review
Who – A Lead
Town of Yarmouth – Annual Report 1894

One can surmise that the Town Seal Designer submitted an
invoice ($657.54 in 2021) for services rendered. Further
research to be conducted when Town Clerk files are
accessible post COVID.

Yarmouth Town Seal Design and Imagery
The What Imagery
Town of Yarmouth Bylaws and was originally
adopted February 12, 1894
§ 42-1. Description
The seal of the town shall be circular in form, and one and one-half
inches in diameter. Around the border the words, "Town of Yarmouth,
Incorporated 1639”. On the left side of the foreground, a pine tree; in the
middle foreground, an Indian holding a bow and arrow; in the right
foreground, a wigwam; in the left background, a lighthouse on a point of
land extending into the sea, and a schooner, under sail, passing near it;
in the upper middle foreground appears the word, "Mattacheese."

Town Seal Imagery
“a pine tree” a spruce or
cedar tree?
“a lighthouse on a point of

land extending into the
sea”

“and a schooner,
under sail, passing
near it”
Around the border the
words, "Town of
Yarmouth, Incorporated
1639“.

“Headdress” Quill
brooch a little high.
– Paula Peters
“wigwam,” a teepee is not
something indigenous to
the area, or culturally
correct. – Paula Peters
“an Indian holding a
bow and arrow” no
arrow visible
“red cloth” commonly used in
trading – Paula Peters
“in the upper middle foreground
appears the word, Mattacheese”
- See comment by Devin Wixon
below

Town Seal Imagery – Paula Peters
Paula Peters of the Mashpee Wampanoag tribe met with the Yarmouth Seal committee on
February 25, 2021. Below are her comments:
Relative to housing: A teepee is not something indigenous to this area of the country. It is
not culturally correct. The Algonquin term “wigwam” is not the term we use, rather the
Wampanoag term “wetu” which is usually covered with reeds or bark.
Feathers in a row from forehead to the back of the head is not traditional …it almost
looks like… a porcupine quill brooch. The headdress, possibly a quill brooch is a little tall.

A white pine tree, species of pine unknown. FYI – is significant to Indigenous Peoples
creation story, but she said, the tree is “not something that the town of Yarmouth needs
to refer to.”
The bow designed in the seal is a little tall.

Although Devin Wixon has given us some definition to the word Mattacheese, Ms. Peters
has referred us to the Wampanoag Language reference committee. She has also referred
us to the Wampanoag Advisory Committee who meet once a month.

Yarmouth Town Seal Review
Why
Our research did not shed any light on what guidance the Board of
Selectman may have given the designer in1892. Covid restrictions have
limited access to the Town Clerk’s files for the period from 1885 to
1900. Further research will be conducted once access to the files is
allowed.

Town Seal Imagery – Mattacheese Meaning
Relative to the word “Mattacheese” Devin Wixon a local historian
of the Mashpee Wampanoag tribe gave this interpretation:
“Bob, Keechepam (key chee palm) is our word for shoreline. So, I
would presume as a speaker, that would fund the basis of
"Cheese" Mattacheese. The "Cheese" is said as kees. Souwand is
our word for south and Kutah is ocean.. so I think the English
were referring to Mattakees as being south seas due to being
along the coastline. I also believe Mattakees/Mattacheese is a
corruption of Massakeeset which is Big/Great Sky Place;
referring to the ocean being the only obstruction along the
southern side of Cape Cod. Mas/Massa being great or big and
keesuq being sky.”

When & What
 We know a Yarmouth Town meeting authorized the creation of the town
seal in 1892, and two years later adopted by-laws that included a detailed
description of the seal pretty much as it appears today.
Why & Who
What we don’t know is what guidance, if any, did the selectmen give in
the 1890s when they commissioned the new seal? What was the designer
thinking when he/she selected the images included in the seal?
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State of Massachusetts setting a precedent
for changing the Official Seal
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State of Massachusetts setting a precedent
for changing the Official Seal
• 1629 – 1692: King Charles I granted a charter to the Massachusetts Bay
Colony which included an authorized seal of native American holding a
bow in right hand and an arrow pointing downward in the left hand.
Statement “Come over and help us” in Greek.
• 1686 – 1689 Years of annulment.

• 1686 – 1689: Years of annulment, Gov. Edmund Andros used a two-sided
seal, one side depicted the Royal Coat of Arms, the other side showing King
James II with native American and Englishman kneeling to him.
• 1692 – 1775: Massachusetts Bay Colony became a Province, the new seal
depicted the English Royal Coat of Arms, combined with specifics relating
to the reigning monarch. The specifics would change with each monarch.

State of Massachusetts setting a precedent
for changing the Official Seal
• 1775 – 1780: The colonists did not recognize the King’s seal, it became
necessary to create a new seal. It was depicted by an English – American
holding the Magna Carta, with motto “By the sword we seek peace, but
peace only under liberty” engraved by Paul Revere.
• 1780 – 1885: The new State legislature appointed a committee to create a
new seal, which was depicted by the return of the native American with a
bent right arm holding a sword with point down. This seal was also
engraved by Paul Revere.
• 1885 – Present: Massachusetts legislature prescribed a new seal created
within the restrictions of the 1780 & 1885 bylaws. This is the current
Massachusetts State Seal.

https://changethemassflag.com/history/

State of Massachusetts setting a precedent
for changing the Official Seal
The state seal carries the same importance as the Yarmouth town seal,
in that it is used for authenticating documents of high importance or
high ceremony issued in the name of the sovereign authority, such as
Governor, Mayor or other high official.
History shows us relative to the state seal, significant social change has
dictated changes to its content. It would be fair to say that the
Yarmouth seal is no different, that it has the same fit, form & function.
What constitutes “Social Change” is subjective in nature. The state seal
having changed its content several times in nearly 400 years would set
a precedent of allowing content changes to the state seal as it relates
to social change. Please consider this argument applicable to the
Yarmouth seal.

Colorized Seal – Inconsistent Images

Cape Cod Town Seals with a Teepee

Adopted 1894

Adopted 1894

Adopted 1897

Designed 1900

“The Truro town seal depicts a Native American….wearing a feather headdress .….and teepees…
associated with Plains Indians. ” Ms. Paula Peters, a Wampanoag historian and educator stated,
“The depiction is incredibly inaccurate.” Provincetown Independent Thursday 12-24-20 The Town
Seals of the Outer Cape by Saskia Maxwell Keller.

Other Cape Cod Town Seals Mashpee

Research appears to
indicate that Mashpee
did not create its official
seal. “Instead, the state
delivered a seal to
Mashpee that bears
striking resemblance to
the commonwealth’s
own seal “
Mashpee Enterprise Feb. 28, 2019
By Hannah Schuster

Other Cape Cod Town Seals - Harwich
An editorial dated from Sept. 2020 raises
concern over the upper section of Harwich’s
town seal. The article proposes that a
committee be put together to examine the
seal which includes a teepee structure
instead of a wetu, like the Yarmouth seal.
(Cape Cod Chronical Sept. 2020)

David Weeden Comments:

Questions Raised About
Historical Accuracy Of
Harwich Town Seal
Cape Cod Chronicle 02
September 2020

• “the depiction on the Harwich town seal is not accurate.
The tribes in this area lived in wetus, sometimes referred to
as wigwams. Wetu in the Algonquin language means “round
house” and describes a dome-shaped structure.”
• “There are 69 tribes in the Wampanoag Nation. There
were cultural differences, but a lot were also the same.
These differences are part of the beauty of the culture, but
they all lived in the same type of home.”
• “There have also been questions raised about the clothing
the native American is wearing on the town seal. Weeden
said “the men usually wore a loincloth and women leggings
and moccasins”
• “The seal was done in 1897, and during that period they
didn’t pay close attention to detail, I would encourage them
to do something a little more accurate. I’m not sure what
they are trying to convey.”

Cape Cod
Chronicle 02
September
2020
Editorial: Fix
the Harwich
Town Seal

“There are those who will roll their eyes when they read
this week’s story about the Harwich town seal, which
portrays a Native American standing next to a Great
Plains-style teepee, rather than the traditional wetu
dwelling used by Wampanoags. It’s admittedly a small
detail, but it’s not inconsequential.
We choose to believe that Harwich residents 123 years
ago included a Native American on their new town seal as
a gesture of reverence and appreciation for the town’s
first inhabitants, the Wampanoags. That was a bold
statement in 1897, when Native Americans didn’t even
enjoy citizenship in the nation that occupied their lands.
Conflicts with Indians were still common; the massacre at
Wounded Knee, on the heels of the death of Sitting Bull,
had happened just seven years earlier. In contrast, the
scene chosen for the Harwich seal was placid and
peaceful.

Cape Cod
Chronicle 02
September
2020
Editorial: Fix
the Harwich
Town Seal

The choice of a teepee instead of a
wetu for the town seal was most
likely just a product of cultural
ignorance. But it’s an error that’s
worth correcting, if only to uphold
the original intent to honor the
Wampanoags who lived here. It’s not
about political correctness; it’s about
historical accuracy and avoiding
cultural appropriation.”
By updating the town seal, “Harwich
can – and should – make a
meaningful gesture of respect to the
People of the First Light.”

Other Cape Cod Town
Seals - Truro
“The Truro town seal depicts a
Native American holding a corn
stalk in one hand, a bow and
arrow in the other. He is wearing
a feather headdress that was not
worn by the Nauset people; it’s
associated with Plains Indians. On
the left is a shallop, a kind of
sailboat, that the colonists used
to come ashore. To the right are
teepees, also associated with
Plains Indians.” - (The Provincetown
independent, by Saskia Maxwell Keller , Dec. 24, 2020)

Other Cape Cod
Town Seals Wellfleet
“depicts a fictional event- the
Pilgrims never landed in what is
modern-day Wellfleet. To the right
are a group of Native Americans,
depicted rather cartoonishly. In the
center is a grampus, or pilot whale,
that has beached. To the left is a
group of colonists in a shallop who
are gesturing to the Native
Americans, as if to say ‘Hey!’” - (The
Provincetown independent, by Saskia Maxwell
Keller , Dec. 24, 2020)

Other Cape Cod Town
Seals - Eastham
“The seal is supposedly modeled
after Aspinet, sachem of the
Nauset Indians, who led his men
against Capt. Myles Standish, but
this may be a fabrication. Thomas
Ryan, vice chair of Eastham 400, is
convinced, after much research,
that the Eastham seal is modeled
after the Indian Head cent. The
similarity is undeniable.” (The
Provincetown independent, by Saskia Maxwell Keller
, Dec. 24, 2020)

Summary
Summary and Observation:
Our main goals in the exercise of looking into the suitability and accuracy of our
town seal is to present the facts and point out the cultural inaccuracies based on
input from local tribal member, Paula Peters.
We discovered through our research that the description of the seal as stated in the
By-law does not match the seal. The structure is listed in the By-law as a “wigwam”,
yet a teepee is represented. The description states the Native American to be
holding a bow and arrow yet there is no arrow present in the depiction.
The state seal carries the same importance as the Yarmouth town seal, in that it is
used for authenticating documents of high importance or high ceremony issued in
the name of the sovereign authority, such as Governor, Mayor or other high
officials.

Summary
The description of the seal in 1894 carried through with only small changes in the
creation of the first seal in 1895. Differences: no arrow visible, placement of the
word “Mattakeese” and the phrase “Incorporated 1639”
If the seal is updated, the description of the seal in the by-law would also have to
be amended to change the word “wigwam” to the traditional Wampanoag term
“wetu.”
In the midst of a wave of concern over recent social issues, and at the urging of the
Wampanoag tribe and the public, the State of Massachusetts is poised to change
their seal yet another time to meet those social concerns. Please consider this
argument of the State setting precedent applicable to the Yarmouth seal.

Research by Jack Duggan & Duncan
Oliver on Point Gammon Light
points to the lighthouse on the Town
Seal with an affirmation by Karl von
Hone, Director of Natural Resources

Seal Imagery – Informed Speculation
Point Gammon Lighthouse

Seal Imagery – Informed Speculation
Point Gammon Lighthouse

Informed Speculation
Two Masted Schooner
• Whenever the Akin sailed up or down Bass
River, it brought out a crowd eager to see
what was easily the biggest vessel on the
river.
• According to local lore, no local schooner
was faster. One major rival was the West
Dennis schooner Annie Louise, captained by
Morris Cole. Once, Capt. Loring is said to have
taken the Akin from Bass River to Hoboken,
N.J., loaded his vessel with coal and returned
to Bass River in 72 hours. That’s a story very
hard to believe, unless you’re from Yarmouth.
Some highlights from an article by Duncan
Oliver

